[Non-monotonous dose-response relationship in the region of low doses of ionizing radiation].
The statement about nonmonotony of dose-effect curves as a result of nonmonotony of the time-effect relationship including the field of low doses is discussed. The living cells possess a fundamental property to response to action of different stress agents by oscillatory--nonmonotonous--hanges of metabolism. The systems keeping up homeostasis by direct and feed-back regulation return metabolism to norm. In the fixed temporary point a dose-effect dependence may take the nonmonotonous character e.g. reverse dose-response relationship. The changes of the oscillation parameters suggested the inclusion of the different pathway for homeostasis keeping. Radiation hormesis does not focused on the metabolic and functional nonmonotonous response. Radiation stimulation is considered as consequence of the peculiarity of the homeostasis maintenance pathways in the certain interval of the low doses of ionizing radiation.